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Abstract— Information integration and governance is 

highly authoritative in today’s IT than ever before due 

to the emergence of new computing era and the 

evolution of Cloud computing, Big data and IoT 

(Internet of Things). Trusted data is the base for 

analytics, BI (business intelligence) and the business 

decisions will be made and insights will be performed 

upon it. Cloud, mobile and social network technologies 

are often combined along with big data. In every system, 

the volume of data is growing and data is being created 

at an increasing velocity, data types with multiple 

varieties. Data is an organization’s most important 

strategic and valuable asset thus organization should 

take account of protecting and managing data while 

integrating information across systems. Choosing the 

factual approach to integrate assorted data sources with 

enhanced data protection and governance is a key 

challenge for organizations as it demands an optimum 

integration approach that fits appropriate to their 

industries. Therefore, it is essential for organizations to 

pay higher attention on data protection, privacy and 

governance as sensitive information can be inferred 

from the large volume of data and transmitted to across 

multiple systems and applications. This paper is 

intended to demonstrate an optimum data protection, 

privacy and governance approach while enterprises shift 

information between On-premises and cloud. 

Keywords— Data security, Analytics, Cloud integration, 

On-Premises systems, data privacy 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Big Data Integration is the process of integrating the big 
data into the existing data management processes and 
applications. Moreover the data neither generated in internal 
systems nor gathered or imported from outside sources. Big 
Data Integration services enable the organizations to 
accumulate and shape the data from various sources to attain 
meaningful insights, which is the most urgent need for 
today’s business. Big data involves interchange between 
different data management approaches, BI (Business 
Intelligence) and operational systems therefore it is 
imperative that the business data from various sources need 
to be integrated proficiently to enable the organizations to 
take new insights and intelligent business decisions.  Big 
data Integration is the key for any enterprises to improve 

business operations, and explore new business channels & 
implement process. 

The proliferation of various data sources, data types and 
stores are increasing the challenge of combining data to 
deliver meaningful insights and higher business value. Big 
data integration is one the significant considerations for an 
organization’s IT departments as they find their capabilities 
and business investments are overstretched due to the need 
of managing the high volume of structured & unstructured 
data in dissimilar systems and also valuable information 
residing in their On-premises legacy systems to deliver 
intellectual business decisions and advanced business value. 
While IT organizations are investing in newer approaches 
and initiatives to handle the big data at the same time the 
challenges involved in data integration are also mounting in 
parallel. 
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Therefore, IT Organizations are in a state to build an 
optimum integration technology with enhance data security 
and governance approach, that is flexible enough to manage 
enterprise data regardless of whether the data originates 
within the enterprise or from any other source. In this 
perspective, information integration becomes  extremely 

imperative aspect in all major disciplines, as high volume of 
data are available for analysis, at the same time, 
organizations need to have enhanced attention security, 
privacy and governance as sensitive information can be 
inferred from the large volume of data and transmitted to 
different systems across organizations. 

 

II. SECURITY AND GOVERNANCE ASPECTS IN ON-PREMISES 

AND CLOUD INTEGRATION 

 

Data protection and privacy are the key factors of 

customer concerns while transmitting data between on-

premises and cloud computing environment. As the data is 

placed in different systems and locations, the data protection 

and privacy attentions are applicable to both hardware and 

software in the cloud environment. In this paper, we explain 

how a purpose-built device is employed to adopt enhanced 

the data protection and privacy protection for the reliable on-

premises and cloud environment for a B2B (Business-to-

Business) data transmission also in line with Big data aspects 

i.e. Data security and privacy challenges are magnified by 

the volume, velocity and variety of big data, such as large 

scale cloud infrastructures, assortment of data sources and 

formats, streaming nature of data acquisition, and higher 

volume inter-cloud migration. 

 
In many circumstances, while security is first discussed 

subject with customers, they think of safeguarding their data 
and possibly their connection. When it comes to delivering a 
B2B solution, we also should take into consideration how to 
deploy the software in a method that does not violate any 
existing network security policies that the customer has 
already in place. 

In the below, we present an instance which is applied to 

bring optimum security and governance approach while 

transmitting data between On-premises and Cloud (i.e. On-

premises and Cloud integration with B2B scenario). We 

have engaged IBM Datapower to achieve superior 

performance and hardened security and bring enhanced 

security and governance while transmitting data between the 

legacy applications to cloud applications. 

  

IBM Datapower is a purpose-built appliance, which 

delivers comprehensive range of application security & 

integration, routing, B2B integration, Data Security and 

governance capabilities for all kind of web, Cloud, mobile, 

API. IBM Datapower appliances provide repeatable, 

security and integration such as Security gateway functions, 

B2B gateway functions, Service Bus (ESB) functions and 

Application optimization functions. IBM Datapower has 

been employed to achieve the following service securities. 

 

 Access control (Authentication, Authorization, etc.) 

 Cryptography (Encryption, Digital Signatures, etc.) 

 Policy enforcement (WS-Policy, Service Level 

Management, etc.) 

 
 We have engaged IBM Datapower in DMZ 
(demilitarized zone) to minor and control the data moving 
between on-premises system to cloud and to fulfill security 
and integration aspects while transmitting data between 
legacy systems to SaaS/Cloud applications. 

 
 

Figure 1. IBM Datapower to fulfill security 

and integration aspects 

  
The Datapower appliance, acts as a XML proxy, which 

will parse and validate XML schema, encrypt XML 
message flows, and further verify the digital signatures. 
Datapower is engaged here, as an enforcement point for 
XML and Web services interactions, as it is providing not 
only the encryption, but also firewall filtering and digital 
signatures. IBM Datapower Appliances delivers specialized, 
consumable, dedicated appliances that combine superior 
performance and hardened security. Datapower as a XML 
Security Gateway, plays the below mentioned role with 
respect data security and privacy protection. 

A.  Authentication and Authorization 

DataPower can authenticate credentials, for incoming 

connections and take authorization decisions based on those 

credentials and the resources requested. 

 

Figure 2. IBM Datapower - Authentication and 

Authorization
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B.  Token Transformation 

DataPower has the ability to facilitate the 

communication between consumer and provider, to map 

tokens from one form to the other.  There are a large number 

of tokens supported. 

 

 

Figure 3. IBM Datapower – Token Transformation 

 

C. XML Threat Protection 

 

The security-gateway proxies the back-end service and 

processes the XML beforehand, barring malicious (or) badly 

written XML from entering the systems. 

 

 

Figure 4. IBM Datapower – XML Threat Protection 

D. Schema Validation 

 

DataPower delivers the proficiency to do lightning-fast 

schema validation, with minimal latency, using a unique 

patented XML parser that can authenticate the XML schema 

when the message streams over the device. 

 

Figure 5. IBM Datapower – Schema Validation 

 

E. SSL Handshake (Secure Sockets Layer) 

SSL handshake, Transmission of the certificate data are 

handled efficiently in Data power over https. 

 

Figure 6. IBM Datapower – SSL Handshake 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have implemented the below step by step procedure 

to bring enhanced security and governance between client 

and the backend server. The figure in below, explains how 

Web Application / Client interconnects with IBM 

Datapower in line with WS-Security Username Token, 

Authentication, Mapping and token Generation and 

responding to the requestor. 

 Step-1: The Web Application / Client sends a Web 

service request to the URL of the proxy component, 

configured in IBM Datapower appliance. 

Additionally The Web Application / Client, sends a 

user id and password wrapped in the WS-Security 

Username Token, as a part of the request. 

 

 Step-2: The IBM DataPower appliance, receives the 

request and retrieves user credentials from the 

token. It uses an external LDAP (Lightweight 

Directory Access Protocol) compliant directory 

server to authenticate the requester. 

 

 Step-3: The IBM DataPower appliance validates or 

checks, whether the user is allowed to call the 

requested service by checking the access control 

policy written in XACML (eXtensible Access 

Control Markup Language 

 

 Step-4: The IBM DataPower Appliance maps, the id 

of the user so that, identity can be recognized by 

backend 

 

 Step-5: If the user is authorized & authenticated to 

call the Backend service, the IBM DataPower, 

performs the final step i.e.  it creates an LTPA token 

(Lightweight Third-Party Authentication) and, 

inserts it into the original request so that it can be 

authenticated 

 

 Step-6: DataPower sends the Client Request with 

LTPA token to the backend Server. If the user is not 

found in the LDAP (Lightweight Directory Access 

Protocol) registry (or) if the user is not authorized to 

call the requested Service, then an access denied 

response is sent to the Web/Client Application. 
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 Step-7: Backend Server authenticates the token 

using Access Manager (IBM Tivoli Access 

Manager). After authentication, the backend server 

performs the Web / Client request and returns the 

response to IBM DataPower Appliance. 

 

 Step-8: DataPower Appliance passes the response 

back to the Web Application / Client. 

Web 
Application

 / 
Client IBM Datapower SOA 

Appliance

LDAP-Compliant directory server 

Step 03. 04. 05:
Datapower 
performs 

Authentication, 
Identity 

Mapping and 
Generates a 
LTPA tokenIf step 06 fails, then “Access 

denied” response in case of 
failed authentication or 

authorization

LDAP sends 
an authentication token

Server

Step 06
Datapower sends

 the client request with LTPA token 
to the backend server

 Step 07

Backend Server authenticates the 
token using Access Manager Step 07 – The Backend server 

executes the request and 
returns the response to the 

DataPower Appliance

Access Manager

 

Figure 7. IBM DataPower – Security Adoption 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS 

The work presented in this paper provides a secure data 

gateway which allocates a protected communication 

between On-premises systems and Cloud based 

applications. The comprehensive integration approach acts 

as a solitary platform with the integration tools and 

providing a unified platform for on-premises and cloud 

integration with enhanced Information Security and 

Governance to deliver a superior security layers embedded 

on the underlying integration platform in all aspects through 

the stack. 
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